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Telemetry for 2x Faster Drilling 
tailored to your needs 



Intro 

Our clients 

Our partners 

2x faster drilling with Axel 
turnkey   high-speed   telemetry   system 

      100+ Axel telemetry kits are operating in 

      10+  countries 



Problems & Market Needs 

Lack of high-quality telemetry systems 
available to independent drilling service companies. 

Slow drilling result in high costs 
for drilling service companies. 

Inefficient drilling due to insufficient LWD data 
low telemetry system bandwidth limits the number of kits. 
Hence, limiting data need for effective horizontal drilling. 

Vendor lock-in for kits  use 
mainstream kit manufacturers allow using only their 

own sensors, hence limiting drilling service companies 
in their selection of kits. 

20% yearly growth 
of a number of horizontal wells 

Today market needs a high-speed integrated telemetry platform with cutting-edge software to integrate advanced LWD and RSS and provide a foundation for remote 
monitoring.  

SPEED 
 
 

COMPATIBILITY SOFTWARE 
 LWD, RSS, Near-bit 

Diagnostics 

>3 bit/sec 
100% decoding 

Advanced Processing 
WITSML + Reports 



Axel Interconnect Platform consists of: 

Bridge allows integration of MWD/LWD sensors from 
different manufacturers into a single telemetry system 

Turbo collects sensors data, encodes it using Axel 
proprietary algorithms and sends it to Axel Pulser via 
different high speed protocols 

Axel Pulser sends data with up to 6 bps to the Surface 
Unit creating positive pressure pulse 

Surface Unit receives pressure signal and decodes the 
data out of it for different downhole protocols  

Axel Software allows programming, testing, decoding, 
and processing data from the integrated downhole 
system 

LithoDensity 
TOOL 

Axel Products Third-party MWD/LWD sensors 

Axel Interconnect allows to transmit any downhole measurement from any sensor at highest possible rate. 
Axel focuses on pure telemetry and integrates third party best sensor technologies available on the market. 
 

Axel Technology 



Axel Downhole Protocol (ADP) 
A universal programming interface for 
third party tool communication 

Axel Transmission  
Choosing optimal protocol with 
compression algorithms 

Measurement Processing API 
Interfaces to incorporate  
any third party processing algorithms 

WITSML & Customized Outputs 
Customized reports & outputs 
for better decision making 

Programming & Testing 
Tools for integration testing 
before drilling 

Axel Decoding 
Advanced tools: second pressure 
transducer, pump strokes, manual toolkit, 
etc. 

Axel Philosophy 

Third Party Sensors 



Technological Advantages Market advantages 

Axel Surface Unit Saves from 2 to 4 hours per day due to high-quality signal processing 
and decoding algorithms. 

2013 same price 

 

Axel Bridge Compatible with any LWD sensor, low energy consumption, wide 
range of input voltage (from 18 to 36 V). 

2014 no counterparts 

Axel Software Advanced processing for all LWD types, survey corrections (MagCorr, 
Short Collar, etc). Customized reports and WITSML. 
 

2015 counterparts are not 
available for purchase 

 

Axel Turbo 
 
 

Transfers data 3x faster than the counterparts. This rate can be 
further increased. Full support of any external third party tool. 
 

2016 same price 

 

Axel Programming 
Unit 
 

Complex testing for integrated Axel-born MWD/LWD systems with 
automatic report generation and programming. 
 

2017 
 

no counterparts 

 

Axel Pulser 
 

Along with Axel Turbo can provide data rates up to 6 bit/sec. Has a 
built-in generator which can reduce number of batteries down to 1 
for LWD triple combo jobs. 

2018 
 

counterparts are not 
available for purchase 

 

Launched in 

Axel Interconnect Components 



▪ Advanced decoding hardware: multichannel architecture 
supports second pressure transducer, pump stroke sensor 

▪ Stand alone: has built-in depth tracking system with all 
necessary sensors and is supplied with Axel Software 

▪ Reliable: all raw data is saved in the unit’s memory  

With the flexible architecture of the Axel Surface Solution, companies can now become independent of downhole tool 
manufacturers 

Axel Surface Unit Axel Software 

▪ Universal: able to decode any downhole data transmission protocols 
available on the market 

▪ Scalable: has architecture that allows for adding infinite numbers of 
protocols as well as measurement processing algorithms in the future 

▪ Advanced: saving over 4 hours per day of survey time while minimizing 
the risk of stuck pipe due to custom filters for pump noise, tool 
movements and other sources of interference. 

Axel Surface Solution 



▪ Automatic decoding and DSP algorithms constantly being improved 
and tested on the Axel Signal Base 

▪ Manual decoding toolkit and filter chain builder for challenging 
situations 

▪ Advanced decoding due to second pressure sensor and pump stroke 
sensor algorithms 

▪ Playback function allows to send raw data to the office and ask for 
assistance in challenging situations 

▪ Images support is in the latest version of the software 

▪ Advanced Custom Deliverables such as WITSML/WITS, PDF, etc. 

▪ Advanced LWD processing for near-bit, resistivity and Neutron Density 
tools from different manufacturers (currently over 10 third party tools) 

▪ Advanced Survey Management includes different corrections (MagCorr, 
Short Collar, etc) as well as Survey QC tools 

▪ Memory support for third party downhole tools 

Axel Decoder Axel Vision 

Axel Software 



Axel Bridge Axel Turbo 

Axel Bridge allows users to optimize their 
configuration of MWD downhole components 
from different manufacturers. 

 

▪ ADP Support: Axel Downhole Protocol is 
the API to work with Axel Turbo and Axel 
Bridge 

▪ Universal: the most popular  physical 
interfaces used for downhole MWD 

▪ Two-way communication: install in any 
part of the BHA in any direction 

▪ Live tracking: built-in memory with smart 
logging  

Axel Turbo improves performance due to higher 
data rates, lower power consumption, and 
better data quality control. 

 

▪ 3x faster data transmission rate: made 
possible with Axel Codes mathematical 
algorithms for compression and coding  

▪ Energy saving: manage up to 4 batteries; 
supports generators from different 
manufacturers 

▪ Lossless data transmission: Error checking 
code 

▪ Flexible transmission configuration: create 
sequences and parameters, change 
settings for each transmitted parameter 
(bit count, scale, etc.) 

Axel Downhole Equipment 



Axel Pulser 

Axel Pulser is a high-speed pulser than enables 
Axel Turbo to use multiple families of transmission 
protocols to achieve the highest data transmission 
rates on the market 
 

▪ High-speed: capable of generating 250-ms-
width pulses 

▪ Protocol-agnostic: does not have any 
limitations on the encoding schemes 

▪ Cost-effective for triple combo and resistivity 
jobs  compared to battery-based downhole 
systems 

▪ Power-flexible: generates 20W of power and 
can be used with both generators and batteries 

BHA Size 4 ¾  6 ¾  8 ½+ 
Flow Rate, GPM 150-350 225-650 400-1500 
Max Pressure, psi 20,000 
Max Temperature, С 150 
Maximum Sand content, % Recommended<1%, Max<2 % 
Mud Density, SG 2,1 

Mud Viscosity, centipoise 50 

Max LCM content, ppb 40, Nut Plug (medium) 

Valve operating time, sec 0,1-0,5 

MWD power supply Generator/battery 

Pressure drop at Valve, psi 150-300 

SPEED 

Minimum speed with Axel Turbo 2 bit/sec 

Maximum speed available 6 bit/sec 

TF update time 3 seconds 

Survey time (6 axis) ~ 30 seconds  

Axel Downhole Equipment 
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4.8 bps 
Current maximum bitrate on a real 3,400 m 

well 
detailed  end  of  well report is  available  upon  request via email at  teodor.prodan@axelmwd.com 



“The fastest drilled well with a Directional-
Gamma-Resistivity-Azimuthally LDT service in 
the history of the company” 
 

Used for Lukoil by 
Kogalymneftegeofizika on a 
well in Autumn of 2019 
The biggest directional drilling 
company in Russia 
www.kngf.org 

Case Study: Lukoil, 2.38 bps, 2x Faster Drilling & Independent Triple Combo 

Anatoly Natalchishin, CEO of Azimut ITS, a 
Kogalymneftegeofizika subsidiary 

Solution 
Deploy: 

● top-mounted Axel Pulser to obtain mechanical high-speed transmission via a mud channel. 
● bus master Axel Turbo to maintain high-speed protocol Axel Code and Axel pulse operation. 

Axel Code allowed transmitting 7 LWD curves in real-time via a mud channel with an average 
speed of 2.38 bps. High speed allowed drilling with average ROP 30 m/h (100 f/hr) and data 
density of at least 3 points per meter for each LWD curve. 

● Axel Bridge to combine LWD tools from different manufacturers (including Azimuthally 
Lythodensity Tool manufactured by Energiya) at the same BHA. 

● Axel Surface Unit v.2200 for robust decoding of high-speed data protocol. 
● additional pump stroke sensors and second pressure transducer to remove pump noise. 

In Autumn of 2019  on a Lukoil well Kogalymneftegeofizika conducted a field test of 
Axel telemetry system with a triple combo sensors system: directional/gamma, 
resistivity, and neutron porosity/litho-density logging tools. It was used to 
horizontally drill 504 meters. 

Axel telemetry system enabled record-breaking 2x faster penetration rate reaching a 
maximum ROP 60 meters per hour (190 ft/h). The ground-breaking average 
bandwidth of 2.36 bits per second with decoding efficiency rate of 99%, flow rate of 
16 lps and a pulse width of 0.3 second ensured fastest penetration rate without 
sacrificing the quality and density of information transferred from sensors in real-
time. 

In contrast, without Axel telemetry with dual combo system the maximum 
penetration rate on this well was only 30 meters per hour, at a bandwidth of 1 bit per 
second. 

Detailed end of well report is available upon request via email at 
teodor.prodan@axelmwd.com 



“The fastest drilled well with a Directional-
Gamma-Resistivity-Azimuthally LDT service in 
the history of the company” 
 

Used for Lukoil by 
Kogalymneftegeofizika on a 
well in September of 2019 
The biggest directional drilling 
company in Russia 
www.kngf.org 

Case Study: Lukoil, 2x Faster Drilling and 1st Independent Triple Combo 

Anatoly Natalchishin, CEO at Azimuth ITS 

Solution 
Deploy: 

● top-mounted Axel Pulser to obtain mechanical high-speed transmission via a mud channel. 
● bus master Axel Turbo to maintain high-speed protocol Axel Code and Axel pulse operation. 

Axel Code allowed transmitting 7 LWD curves in real-time via a mud channel with an average 
speed of 2 bps. High speed allowed drilling with average ROP 30 m/h (100 f/hr) and data 
density of at least 3 points per meter for each LWD curve. 

● Axel Bridge to combine LWD tools from different manufacturers (including Azimuthally 
Lythodensity Tool manufactured by Energiya) at the same BHA. 

● Axel Surface Unit v.2200 for robust decoding of high-speed data protocol. 
● additional pump stroke sensors and second pressure transducer to remove pump noise. 

In September of 2019  on a Lukoil well Kogalymneftegeofizika conducted a field test 
of Axel telemetry system with a triple combo sensors system: directional/gamma, 
resistivity, and neutron porosity/litho-density logging tools. It was used to 
horizontally drill 504 meters. 

Axel telemetry system enabled record-breaking 2x faster penetration rate reaching a 
maximum ROP 60 meters per hour (190 ft/h). The ground-breaking average 
bandwidth of 2.01 bits per second with decoding efficiency rate of 99%, flow rate of 
16 lps and a pulse width of 0.3 second ensured fastest penetration rate without 
sacrificing the quality and density of information transferred from sensors in real-
time. 

In contrast, without Axel telemetry with dual combo system the maximum 
penetration rate on this well was only 30 meters per hour, at a bandwidth of 1 bit per 
second. 

Detailed end of well report is available upon request via email at 
teodor.prodan@axelmwd.com 



Cougar Drilling used the Axel Surface System and Axel Vision Software at the 
qualification job for Saudi Aramco. Axel managed not only to adjust WITSML 
while drilling to meet all the requirements set by Saudi Aramco but also to 
quickly develop advanced KCl correction algorithm which allowed to submit 
high-quality Gamma well logs.  
 
As a result, Cougar successfully passed the qualification for Saudi Aramco and 
became a qualified vendor for DD/MWD services by Aramco 

“Significantly better than its counterparts” 
 

Used for Saudi Aramco by  
Cougar Drilling Solutions 
International drilling company based 
in Dubai, UAE сougards.com  

Axel qualified for Saudi Aramco 
due to flexible WITSML output and advanced KCl gamma correction algorithm 

Case Study: Advanced WITSML/Processing 

Ashvin Bayudewa, MWD / LWD Product Line 
Manager, previously at Baker Hughes 



By the time APS SIU2 and Axel were run in tandem MWD crew already lost a 
string. The operator approved a decision to cement a part of the hole and start 
side-tracking. 
 
During drilling a side track MWD crew paid special attention to decoding 
process.  As the downhole tool reached 5000 meters system started to 
experience decoding issues. The APS SIU2 decoded incorrect toolfaces which 
sometimes were 180 degrees away off.  Axel helped to drill showing the real 
toolface values 

“This is how your decoder box saved the day… Thanks!” 
 

Experience in the North Sea by 

Transmark EDS 
One of the most experienced directional drilling 
company in the North Sea region based in 
Oudkarspel, Netherlands  transmark-eds.com 

Solution for RSS job developed while drilling 
allowed Axel’s client to successfully finish the offshore job 

Case Study: Decoding in The North Sea 

Herman Boer, Field Support / Test Engineer, previously at 
Schlumberger 
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Let’s Do Business Together! 
We are always looking for business partners to Axelerate growth. 

Peter Shulgin, Co-Founder 
+1 415 629 2450 

peter.shulgin@axelmwd.com 

Teodor Prodan, CEO 
+7 985 760 0685 

teodor.prodan@axelmwd.com 


